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Even design predicated on practicality, 
functionality and style rather than the 
whims of fashion can age somewhat less 
than gracefully. Everything is, after all, of 
its time, and in some ways subject to its 
era’s ways of thinking and its taste.

Consider how few artifacts – music,  
film, cars and fashion – from 30 years  
ago stands up to contemporary scrutiny.

When 200 Gray’s Inn Road was built 
in 1990, with iconic architects Foster + 
Partners (the team behind the “Gherkin” 
building and Masdar in the UAE) on 
the design team, it was considered a 
“destination” building boasting a prime 
address right in the heart of London.

Set around a 10-storey atrium that floods 
the building with light, it was designated 

as premium space for anchor tenant  

ITN, a television production company.

Fast forward to 2011 when owner-

developer Great Portland Estates took 

control of the building.

The work of renowned architect Norman Foster and  

his firm Foster + Partners, 200 Gray’s Inn Road in London  

was generations ahead of its time when built in 1990.  

Yet updating classic buildings to suit modern office 

requirements – while staying true to the original design  

intent – requires skilful consideration, as mechanical services 

firm Norman Disney and Young (NDY) discovered.

Norman and Norman

 The redesign meant 

that the mechanical 

services had to be 

moved to the outer 

extremities of  

the building       

  

200 Gray’s Inn Rd boasts a unique  

ventilated double-skin façaade.
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“200 Gray’s Inn Road is a high-quality 

building benefitting from large 

floorplates and a galleried atrium  

with generous floor-to-ceiling heights,” 

the owner says.

“However, the internal office space  

was tired, inefficient and lacked 

character.”

MODERNISING  
ON THE RUN
A challenge awaited the owner, 

architect and design team embarking 

on a phased refurbishment. Their task 

was to modernise the fitout to ensure 

original design integrity while ensuring 

24/7 operations for Britain’s largest 

independent news broadcaster.

“200 Gray’s Inn road was first 

conceived by ITN as their purpose-built 

headquarters,” says Ian Cartwright, 

project manager for Great Portland 

Estates. “The Foster + Partners design 

proved to be a unique scheme for an 

office building. Compared to most 

modern buildings, the structural 

loadings and floor-to-ceiling heights 

are completely different to the normal 

standards for offices today.”
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Cocon Q  Pressure independent Control Valve

For Maximum Energy Effi ciency 

with 100% Valve Authority

Manual Balancing Techniques 

Cocon QTZ
DN10 to DN32 – “Larger”

Flow range 30 to 4,800 L/H

Diaphragm technology,
no cartridge
New max. differential pressure 
600 kPa and static pressure PN25
Dynamic, hydronic balancing 

wheel
Flushing and draining facility

3% +/- accuracy possible, with optional Kv Venturi measuring from 
factory
Flushing bypass sets, with optional Flypass 4TZ 

Cocon QTR/QFC/QGC
DN40 to DN200 –Flow Range 

1,500 L/H to 190,000 L/H

Diaphragm technology, 
no cartridge
Static pressure range of PN16 
or PN25
Dynamic, hydronic balancing 

wheel

Hydrocontrol VTR bronze threaded, 
VFC/VFN VGC cast

Hydrocontrol MTR bronze 

threaded, MFC

Pressure ratings of PN16 and 

PN25 available

Possibility to balance with any 

branded water manometers

Hydromat DTR bronze threaded 

& DFC 

regulating valves (DPCV)

“OV-DMC 3”

OV-DMC 3 Offers water balancing 
of multiple valve manufactures
Quick connect with smartphones, 
tablets, notebooks & PC’s
Integrated WLAN / LAN, 
networkable with multiple 
OV-DMC 3 sensors

OV-Services Hydronic
Engineering & Commissioning 
Assistance 

 NEW NEW

QTR bronze screw DN40/50, QFC

QCG cast grooved DN65 to DN100

stations

Hydrocontrol  DN 10-400

Double Regulating and Commissioning Valves (DRV)

Hydromat DP DN 15-200

Differential Pressure Control Valves (DPCV)

Tools and Engineering Services 

OV-DMC  – Water Balancing Manometer

OV-Services – Hydronic Systems Engineering and

Site Services

Pump head loss calculations or design evaluations
Precise engineering design and product selections, with initial 
pre-setting set up and differential pressure values

 NEW

Providing a constant and settable system differential pressure

All DRV & DP valves can act as system isolation valves

Making the most of the design meant 

bringing the features of the building to 

the fore. Once the existing services were 

stripped out, a surprising discovery was 

made: a coffered slab. This unexpected 

element meant a shift in the design 

approach.

“Once we discovered this coffered slab 

the client brief changed,” says NDY senior 

mechanical engineer Ragz Padayachi. 

“The principal focus became exposing the 

soffit to make a feature of the ceiling, and 

to have exposed services throughout. This 

meant we had to go back to the drawing 

board and change the services strategy.”

EXPOSING THE SOFFIT
The key to exposing the soffit was  
to opt for a displacement system for 
ventilation and cooling. The redesign 
meant that the mechanical services had  
to be moved to the outer extremities  
of the building, exposing the soffit.  
The result was reduced noise and 
vibration being transferred into  
the broadcasting areas.

The 24/7 nature of ITN also meant  
that installing the services while the 
building was in operation required 
careful planning and minimal disruption 
of business operations.

The galleried atrium provides 

extraordinary light quality.
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Energy efficiency was also highlighted  
as a target by the client. This was 
addressed using simple but effective 
design elements. A ventilated double-
skin façade system reduced the amount 
of heat that could enter or escape the 
building, and LED lighting was installed 
throughout, providing reduction in waste 
heat and energy usage.

The fire strategy was a further challenge 
for the design team. The original exposed 
sprinkler system detracted from the 
ceiling features, so removing unnecessary 
portions of the system was identified  
as an area for improvement.

“We undertook modelling of the 
refurbished floors to look at the risks of 
fire spread,” says Richard Sherwood, NDY 
Fire Section manager. “By doing this, we 
were able to show that the existing smoke 
control systems adequately mitigated  
any risk, and we were able to remove  
the sprinklers from certain feature areas.”

ARCHITECTURE  
AND ENGINEERING
The refurbishment extended beyond 
the base building design, updating the 
tenancy fitouts to reflect the requirements 
of a modern office environment.

NDY was engaged by Warner Brothers 
and MetaPack to complete a fitout 
design for their tenancies. These clients 
wanted offices that took advantage  
of the architectural features in their 
space, while also providing them with  
the services infrastructure required.

“The nature of work undertaken  
by Warner Brothers means there are 
specific requirements for highly rated 
acoustic offices and meeting rooms,”  

says Ben Martin, NDY mechanical  
project engineer. “As a result we altered 
the base build system to suit the needs  
of Warner Brothers.

“The MetaPack fitout was very open plan, 
which suits the base build system well. 
However, we had pockets of high-density 
areas where we had to supplement with 
cooling to create an innovative solution 
by collaborating with the architect  
to implement the system.”

That collaboration allowed the 
refurbishment to achieve the functional 
and technical goals of the project, 
while still providing the aesthetic that 
emphasised the features of the structure.

“The relationship between architecture 
and engineering is key in this building,” 
says Ian McArdle, principal of  
Ian McArdle Architects, the architecture 
firm behind the refurbishment.

“We couldn’t ignore engineering.  
In fact, we embrace engineering and 
bring it into the design so all the services 
you see that are exposed, it’s a whole  
view of architecture.” z

 

The personnel

■ Architect: Ian McArdle Architects

■ Builder: Overbury PLC

■  Electrical services contractor:  

Elite Electrical

■  Environmental and sustainability 

services: NDY Environment

■  Fire engineering:  

NDY Fire, London

■ Key tenants: Warner Bros, ITN, ITV

■  Lighting design: IMA Architects  

& NDY Interiors in collaboration with 

Zumtobel lighting manufacturers

■  Mechanical services contractor: 

Sale Group

■  M&E services: 

NDY Interiors, London

■  Owner/developer: 

Great Portland Estates

The equipment

■  Air-handling units:  

EasyAir Conditioning

■  Attenuators: Caice

■  BMS: Trend Controls Systems

■  Comms room cooling: Mitsubishi 

Electric

■  Displacement system  

supply-air floor diffusers:  

Krantz – Advanced Air Flow Solutions

■  Electrical distribution boards: 

Schneider Electric

■  Exposed services three-part 

trunking: OBO Bettermann

■  LED lighting and controls: 

Zumtobel

■  Smoke transfer fans: Nuaire

PROJECT AT A GLANCE

The relationship between 

architecture and engineering  

is key in the building.




